Projects of the

Month
Make these beautiful
projects for your valentine!
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Happy New Year from
Ecstasy Crafts!
Inside the Kit:
Heart Clippunch #CP01
3-D sheet 11052304
(Morehead)
3-D sheet 11052329
(Roses)
Glitter Sticker lines #7010
Glitter Stitching Sticker
Hearts #3197
Gold Sayings #339
3 A4 sheets white card stock
1 A4 sheet of red card stock
1 A4 sheet blue card stock
6 envelopes, foam tabs
Total Price: $26.00

Ecstasy Crafts Inc. would like to take this
opportunity to wish you and your family a wonderful
2010! We start this year with projects for all the
special people in your life that you would consider
your Valentine! Included in this month’s kit is a
heart Clippunch that you will be able to use for all of
your valentines but also any other occasion to show
you care. These may include a wedding, a new baby,
or a friend who touches your heart. The projects were
designed to show the versatility of the heart
Clippunch. If you like the heart shape be sure to
check out the other designs available at
www.ecstasycrafts.com. The transparent glitter
heart stickers will also match any of your projects
simply by attaching them to colored card stock and
cutting them out then embroidering if desired.
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How to use the Heart Clippunch
1. Your Clippunch set
includes two punches,
the inner punch (left)
and the outer or design
punch (right).
2. Punch your inner
design first. Ensure
that you move the
paper to the back of the
punch before punching.
3. Turn the outer or
design punch upside
down and align so the
paper again is at the
back of punch and then
center the inner design
within the opening.
Punch down.
4. Clip onto your design
like a paper clip. Use
them to create frames,
borders, the positive
and the negative of the
punch.

Use the Clippunch to make frames around your designs, make borders, add
embellishments, use the positive of the shape and add to the card or use the
negative of the deigns to also create borders. See the examples included to
show you each of these uses. Attach the Clippunch designs using tape or glue
on the back or you may wish to use a glud pen to tack to the front.
Making the White Cards:
Cut the A4 sheet of card stock in half.
Find the center of each ½ sheet of card stock and score a line with a rule and
embossing stylus. This will allow you to make an nice even fold. Fold the
cardin half.
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Creating the 3-D Designs:
1. Press out layer #1 and attach to the card using double sided tape.
2. Press out layer #2, place several foam tabs to the back of the layer and attach directly
on top of layer #1.
3. Repeat step #2 until the remaining layers are completed.
**Tip: The Morehead children sheet has several very thin items to press out (legs of the
table and back of the chair). To ensure that they do not tear, you may wish to use a hobby
knife to cut through the perforations around these areas and then lift out the layer. To
attach these thin areas, cut several foam tabs into smaller pieces using a hobby knife
before attaching to the back of the layer. **
Card on Right:
1. Complete the 3-D design.
2. Make 2 red glitter stitched
hearts as directed below
and attach using foam
tabs.
3. Make a “negative” heart
punch border by punching
out 8 Clippunch hearts
(use for other designs). To
make the designs evenly
spaced, line up the edge of
the punch with the center
of the first inner punch
design. Punch all 8 inner
designs first then use the
outer punch.
4. Decorate with gold and
glitter stickers.
Stitching Stickers:
Stitching stickers are transparent stickers that you may place on your project or a colored piece of card
stock then cut out. The stickers have gold dots on them that you may pierce with a needle tool to then
embroider or leave as they are as a design on the sticker. The heart stickers are very versatile and
perfect to accent your projects. Keeping with the Valentines theme I put them on the red card stock,
pierced the pattern and then embroidered with red rayon (machine embroidery)
thread.

How to embroider:

1. On a piercing pad, pierce the holes of the design you wish to embroider with a
piercing tool.
2. Embroider using a double strand of rayon thread or embroidery floss or a single
strand of metallic thread.
3. Tape the end of the thread to the back of the project and then begin embroidering. When the
thread is finished, tape to the back aswell.
4. In order to create the curves, follow the pattern to the right.
5. Use a needle with a small eye so that it does not increase the size of the hole
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Card on the Left:
1. Complete the 3-D rose
design on the left side
of a white rectangle
card.
2. Punch out 3 hearts
using the outer heart
clippunch only.
3. Attach the hearts as
shown using a glue
pen/stick.
4. Add a gold sticker
saying and small gold
sticker hearts inside
the red hearts.
5. Decorate with glitter
sticker lines.

Card on the Right
1. Cut a square piece of
blue/purple card stock
approx. 3.5” x 5”.
2. Complete the 3-D design.
3. Punch approx. 24 red
Clippunch hearts as directed
on pg 2 and clip onto the blue
purple card as shown.
4. Add the gold sticker saying
and heart below the 3-D
design.
5. Attach the 3-D design with
the heart clippunch frame
onto a white card using
double-sided tape. Run the
double-sided tape along the
back of the clippunch hearts
and the card to keep in place.
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On the Cover:
1. Cut out a piece of light blue card stock
approx. 3.75 “ x 5”.
2. Punch out 12 red Clippunch hearts and
attach to each edge of the design.
3. Attach to the card using double sided
tape (ensure to cover the clippunch
hearts along the back of the blue card).
4. Complete the 3-D design
5. Decorate with a gold sticker saying and
a glitter line frame.
On the Right:(also see pg 3 instructions)
1. Cut a piece of pink/rose colored card
stock 3” x 6” and fold in half.
2. Embroider 2 glitter hearts on white
card stock with metallic pink thread.
3. Attach to card with foam tabs.
Decorate with gold and glitter stickers.

Card on Right:
1. Complete the 3-D design on a
white card as shown.
2. Punch out 5 Clippunch hearts
from pink/rose colored paper.
3. Cut a curve of brown colored
card stock using a circle cutter
or hobby knife.
4. Attach the Clippunch hearts to
the curve of brown card stock.
5. Attach the curve with hearts
above the 3-D design with
double-sided tape.
6. Place a stitching sticker onto
pink/rose colored card, pierce
the gold dots and embroider
with red thread. (see pg 3).
Attach using foam tabs.
7. Decorate with a gold sticker
saying and glitter sticker lines.
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